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Abstract—Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) is a
key tool in computational algebraic geometry, particularly for
quantifier elimination over real-closed fields. However, it can be
expensive, with worst case complexity doubly exponential in the
size of the input. Hence it is important to formulate the problem
in the best manner for the CAD algorithm. One possibility is to
precondition the input polynomials using Groebner Basis (GB)
theory. Previous experiments have shown that while this can often
be very beneficial to the CAD algorithm, for some problems it
can significantly worsen the CAD performance.
In the present paper we investigate whether machine learning,
specifically a support vector machine (SVM), may be used to iden-
tify those CAD problems which benefit from GB preconditioning.
We run experiments with over 1000 problems (many times larger
than previous studies) and find that the machine learned choice
does better than the human-made heuristic.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition
A Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) is a decom-
position of ordered Rn space into cells arranged cylindrically,
meaning the projections of any pair with respect to the given
ordering are either equal or disjoint. Algebraic is actually short
for semi-algebraic as each CAD cell can be described with a
finite sequence of polynomial constraints. A CAD is produced
to be invariant for input: sign- (or order-) invariant for input
polynomials or truth-invariant for input formulae.
CADs and the first algorithm to compute them were intro-
duced by Collins in 1975 [19]. CAD usually has two stages:
projection where an operator is applied recursively on the
input to derive corresponding problems in lower dimensions;
and lifting where CADs are built incrementally by dimension
according to the polynomials identified in projection [1]. The
original motivation was quantifier elimination (QE) in real
closed fields, while other applications include: parametric
optimisation [33], epidemic modelling [13], theorem proving
[48], reasoning with multi-valued functions [22] derivation of
optimal numerical schemes [30], and much more.
CAD has worst case complexity doubly exponential in the
number of variables [23] applicable whatever the data structure
[12]. For some applications there exist algorithms with better
complexity [3], but CAD implementations still remain the best
general purpose approach for many. This may be due to the
numerous approaches used to improve the efficiency of CAD
since Collins’ original work including: improvements to the
projection operator [39], [47], [10], [38]: partial CAD (lift only
when necessary for QE) [21]; and symbolic-numeric lifting
schemes [54], [42]. Some recent advances include making
use of any Boolean structure in the input [6], [7], [27];
local projection approaches [11], [55]; and decompositions via
complex space [18], [5]. For a more detailed introduction to
CAD see for example Bradford et al. [7].
B. Preconditioning with Groebner Bases
A Groebner Basis G is a particular generating set of an
ideal I defined with respect to a monomial ordering. One
definition is that the ideal generated by the leading terms of I
is generated by the leading terms of G. Groebner Bases (GB)
allow properties of the ideal to be deduced such as dimension
and number of zeros and so are one of the main practical
tools for working with polynomial systems. Their properties
and an algorithm to derive a GB for any ideal was introduced
by Buchberger in his PhD thesis of 1965 [14].
Like CAD, there has been much research to improve and
optimise GB calculation, with the F5 algorithm [31] perhaps
the most used approach currently. However, also like CAD
the calculation of GB is necessarily doubly exponential in
the worst case [46] (when using a lexicographic monomial
ordering). Despite this, the computation of GB can often be
done very quickly and would almost certainly be a superior
tool to CAD for any problem involving only polynomial
equalities. From this arises the natural question: is the process
of replacing a conjunction of polynomial equalities in a CAD
problem by their GB a useful precondition for CAD?
I.e. let E = {e1, e2, . . . } be a set of polynomials; G =
{g1, g2, . . . } a GB for E; and B any Boolean combination
of constraints, fi σi 0, where σi ∈ {<,>,≤,≥, 6=,=}) and
F = {f1, f2, . . . } is another set of polynomials. Then
Φ = (e1 = 0 ∧ e2 = 0 ∧ . . . ) ∧B and
Ψ = (g1 = 0 ∧ g2 = 0 ∧ . . . ) ∧B
2are equivalent and a CAD truth-invariant for either could be
used to solve problems involving Φ (such as eliminating any
quantifiers applied to Φ). So is it worth producing G?
The first attempt to answer this question was given by
Buchberger and Hong in 1991 [15] who used the imple-
mentation of GB [4] to precondition an implementation of
CAD [21] (both in C on top of the SAC-2 system [20]).
Of the ten test problems studied: 6 were improved by the
GB preconditioning, with the speed-up varying from 2-fold to
1700-fold; 1 problem resulted in a 10-fold slow-down; 1 timed
out when GB preconditioning was applied, while it would
complete without it; and the other 2 were intractable both for
CAD alone and the GB preconditioning step.
The problem was recently revisited by Wilson et al. [57].
The authors recreated the experiments of Buchberger and
Hong [15] using QEPCAD-B for the CAD and MAPLE 16
for the GB. As we may expect, there had been a big decrease
in the computation timings, especially the GB: the two test
problems previously intractable [15] could now have the GB
calculated quickly. However, two of the CAD problems were
still hindered by GB preconditioning. The experiments were
then extended to: a wider example set (an additional 12
problems); the alternative CAD implementation in MAPLE-16
[18]; and the case where we further precondition by reducing
inequalities of the system (the set F above) with respect to
the GB. The key conclusion remained that GB preconditioning
would in general benefit CAD (sometimes significantly) but
could on occasion hinder it (to the point of making a tractable
CAD problem intractable). The authors defined a metric to
assist with the decision of when to precondition, the Total
Number of Indeterminates (TNoI) of a set of polynomials A,
TNoI(A) =
∑
a∈A NoI(a) (1)
where NoI(a) is the number of indeterminates in a polynomial
a. Then their heuristic was to build a CAD for the precon-
ditioned polynomials only if the TNoI decreased following
preconditioning. For most of their test problems the heuristic
made the correct choice, but there were examples to the
contrary and little correlation between the change in TNoI
and level of speed-up / slow-down.
C. Contribution and plan
In this paper we consider if machine learning can be applied
to the decision of whether preconditioning CAD input with
GB is beneficial for a particular problem. We work on the
reasonable assumption that GB computation is cheap for the
problems on which CAD is tractable (in fact as shown in [29]
the CAD will compute resultants which overestimate the GB).
Hence we use algebraic features of both the input problem and
the GB itself to decide whether we want to use the GB.
In Section II we describe the dataset and computer algebra
computations used for the experiment and in Section III we
describe the set of features identified to train the machine
learning algorithm: a Support Vector Machine (SVM). Then in
Section IV we describe the initial machine learning experiment
and its results, before running feature selection experiments in
Section V. Finally, we compare the machine learned decision
with the human developed TNoI-based heuristic, draw our
conclusions and discuss future work in Section VI.
This is the second paper of the present authors to consider
the application of SVMs to CAD optimisation. We previously
studied the choice of variable ordering for CAD in [41]. In that
paper 3 existing heuristics were evaluated against a machine
learned choice of which to use. The latter outperformed each
individually and suggested a greater role for machine learning
in such decisions, motivating the present study. The only other
application of machine learning to computer algebra that the
authors are aware of is by Kobayashi et al. [44] who applied
a SVM to decide the order of sub-formulae solving for QE.
II. DATASET AND COMPUTER ALGEBRA
A. Computer Algebra
All the computer algebra computations were conducted in
MAPLE-17. The CAD algorithm used was an implementa-
tion of [18]. This is part of the RegularChains Library1
[16], [17] whose CAD procedures differ from the traditional
projection and lifting framework of Collins, instead first de-
composing Cn cylindrically and then refining to a CAD of
Rn. Previous experiments [57] showed this implementation
has the same issues of GB preconditioning as the traditional
approach. The default MAPLE GB implementation was used:
a meta algorithm calling multiple GB implementations. The
GBs were computed with a purely lexicographical ordering of
monomials based on the same variable ordering as the CAD.
All computations were performed on a 2.4GHz Intel pro-
cessor, however this is not relevant as we evaluated the CAD
performance using cell counts instead of timings, i.e. by
comparing the numbers of cells in the final outputted CADs
produced with and without GB preconditioning. Numerous
previous studies have shown this to be closely correlated to
timings and it has the advantage of being discrete, machine
and (up the theory used) implementation independent. It also
correlates with the cost of any post-processing of the CAD.
B. Dataset
A key difficulty in applying machine learning techniques
to computer algebra is the lack of suitable datasets (sets such
as [56] do not have enough problems). In our previous study
on choosing the variable ordering for CAD [41] we used the
nlsat-dataset [58], which although developed for non-linear
arithmetic SAT-solvers, contained many suitable problems.
For the present experiment we need problems that are
expressed with a conjunction of at least two equalities in
order to build a non-trivial GB. From the nlsat dataset 493
three-variable problems and 403 four-variable problems fit
this criteria, which should have been a sufficient number. GB
preconditioning was applied to each problem and cell counts
from computing the CAD with the original polynomials and
their replacement with the GB were computed and compared.
For each one of these problems the GB preconditioning was
beneficial or made no difference; surprising as the experiments
on much smaller datasets [15], [57] had shown much greater
1http://www.regularchains.org
3volatility. This points to an undetected uniformity within the
current nlsat dataset. It would need to be widened if it is to
be used more extensively for computer algebra research.
Since existing datasets were not suitable for the present ex-
periment, we had no choice but to generate our own problems.
The generation process aimed for an unbiased dataset which
would be computationally feasible for computing multiple
CADs, and have some comparable structure (number of terms
and polynomials) to existing CAD problems.
In total, 1200 problems were generated using the random
polynomial generator randpoly in MAPLE-17. Each prob-
lem has two sets of three polynomials; the first to represent
conjoined equalities and the second for the other polynomial
constraints (respectively E and F from the description in
Section I-B). The number of variables was at most 3, labelled
x, y, z and under ordering x ≺ y ≺ z; the number of terms
per polynomial at most 2; the coefficients were restricted to
integers in [−20, 20]; and the total degree was varied between
2, 3 and 4 (with 400 problems generated for each).
A time limit of 300 CPU seconds was set for each CAD
computation (all GB computations completed quickly) from
which 1062 problems finished to constitute the final dataset.
Of these, 75% benefited from GB preconditioning. So our
randomly generated dataset matched the previously found
results of [15], [57] with most problems benefiting but not
all and so is suitable for the purpose of this experiment.
III. PROBLEM FEATURES
Table III shows the 28 problem features we identified
(guided by previous work). Here (x, y, z) are the three vari-
able labels used in the problems and proportion means the
percentage of the total. The features were chosen as easily
computable metrics that may affect the cell count of the CAD.
They fall into two sets: those generated from the polynomials
in the original problem and those obtained after applying GB
preconditioning. The abbreviations tds and stds stand for
maximum total degree and sum of total degrees respectively:
tds(F ) = max
f∈F
tds(f), stds(F ) =
∑
f∈F
tds(f).
We also make use of the metric TNoI (see equation (1))
[57]. Finally we included the base 2 logarithm of the ratio
of differences between some of the key metrics. All features
could be calculated immediately within MAPLE.
We note that the stds measure differs from the sotd
heuristic introduced in [25] and used for multiple CAD de-
cisions [8], [26], [28]. This is because stds measures the
input polynomials only, while sotd measures the full set of
CAD projection polynomials, and so is much more expensive.
In addition to training a classifier using all the features
in Table III, we trained classifiers using two subsets: one
containing the features labelled 1−12 concerning the original
set of polynomials; and one the features labelled 13 − 25
concerning the polynomials after GB preconditioning. The
latter set has one extra feature, the number of polynomials,
as this varies after GB calculation but was always 6 to start
with. We refer to the first subset as before features, the second
as after features and the full set as all features.
TABLE I
INITIAL FEATURE SET
Description
1 TNoI before GB.
2 stds before GB.
3 tds of polynomials before GB.
4 Max degree of x in polynomials before GB.
5 Max degree of y in polynomials before GB.
6 Max degree of z in polynomials before GB.
7 Proportion of polynomials with x before GB.
8 Proportion of polynomials with y before GB.
9 Proportion of polynomials with z before GB.
10 Proportion of monomials with x before GB.
11 Proportion of monomials with y before GB.
12 Proportion of monomials with z before GB.
13 Number of polynomials after GB.
14 TNoI after GB.
15 stds after GB.
16 tds of polynomials after GB.
17 Max degree of x in polynomials after GB.
18 Max degree of y in polynomials after GB.
19 Max degree of z in polynomials after GB.
20 Proportion of polynomials with x after GB.
21 Proportion of polynomials with y after GB.
22 Proportion of polynomials with z after GB.
23 Proportion of monomials with x after GB.
24 Proportion of monomials with y after GB.
25 Proportion of monomials with z after GB.
26 log2(TNoI before GB) - log2(TNoI after GB)
27 log2(stds before GB) - log2(stds after GB)
28 log2(tds before GB) - log2(tds after GB)
Example: Consider sets of polynomials
E := {−12yz − 3z, 17x2 − 6, −2yz + 5x}
F := {−2yz − 9y, −15x2 − 19y, 6xz + 3}.
The GB computed for E is
G := {17x2 − 6, 4y + 1, z + 10x}
and the all features vector becomes[
12, 12, 2, 2, 1, 1, 23 ,
2
3 ,
2
3 ,
1
3 ,
5
12 ,
5
12 ,
6, 10, 10, 2, 2, 1, 1, 23 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
4 ,
0.263, 2.263, 0
]
,
with the before features and after features vectors formed from
the first and second line respectively.
The feature generation process was applied to create the
three training sets separately (although the feature labels used
were all as in Table III). Each problem was labelled +1 if
GB preconditioning is beneficial for CAD construction, or
−1 otherwise. After feature generation the training data was
standardised so each feature had zero mean and unit variance
across the training set. The same standardisation was then
applied to features in the test set.
IV. MACHINE LEARNED CHOICES
A. Introduction
Machine learning deals with the design of programs that
learn rules from data. This is an attractive alternative to
manually constructing them when the underlying functional
relationship is complex, as appears to be the case here.
4In the last decade, the use of machine learning has spread
rapidly following the invention of the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) (see for example [51]). This gives a powerful and
robust method for both: Classification, the assignment of
input examples into a given set of classes; and Regression, a
supervised pattern analysis in which the output is real-valued.
The standard SVM classifier takes a set of input data and
predicts one of two possible classes from the input. Given a set
of examples, each marked as belonging to one of two classes,
an SVM training algorithm builds a model that assigns new
examples into one of the classes. The examples used to fit the
model are called training examples. An important concept in
the SVM theory is the use of a kernel function to map data into
a high dimensional feature space and then separate samples in
the transformed space [53]. Kernel functions enable operations
in feature space without ever computing the coordinates of
the data in that space, rather they compute the inner products
between all pairs of data vectors, which is generally cheaper.
For our experiment we used SVM-LIGHT2 [43]; an imple-
mentation of SVMs in C.
B. Cross-validation and grid-search
The 1062 problems were partitioned into 80% training (849
problems) and 20% test (213 problems), stratified to maintain
relative proportions of positive and negative examples. The
classification was done using the radial basis function (RBF)
kernel. This was chosen after earlier experiments applying
machine learning to an automated theorem prover found the
RBF kernel to perform well with similar simple algebraic
features [9]. The RBF function is defined as:
K(x, x′) = exp (−γ||x− x′||2) (2)
where x and x′ are feature vectors. The process depends on
kernel parameter γ and another parameter C which governs
the trade-off between margin and training error, and finding the
optimal values of these is not trivial. Matthews’ Correlation
Coefficient (MCC) [45], [2] is often used to evaluate choices.
This takes into account true and false positives and negatives
(labelled tp, fp, tn and fn accordingly):
MCC =
tp ∗ tn− fp ∗ fn√
(tp + fp)(tp + fn)(tn + fp)(tn + fn)
. (3)
In the case where one of the terms in the denominator is zero
the entire denominator is set to 1. The MCC measure has
the value 1 if perfect prediction is attained, 0 if the classifier
is performing as a random classifier, and −1 if the classifier
exactly disagrees with the data.
A grid-search optimisation procedure along with a five-
fold stratified cross validation was used, involving a search
over a range of (γ,C) values to find the pair which would
maximize equation (3). We tested a commonly used range
of values in our grid search process [40]: γ varied between
{2−15, 2−14, 2−13, . . . , 23}; and C varied between {2−5, 2−4,
2−3, . . . , 215}. Following the completion of the grid-search,
the values giving optimal MCC results were selected. This
procedure was repeated for the three feature sets.
2http://svmlight.joachims.org
TABLE II
ACCURACY OF PREDICTIONS
Feature Set Number % of test set
All features 162 76%
Before features 159 75%
After features 167 78%
C. Results for the three feature sets
The classification accuracy was used to measure the ef-
ficacy of the machine learning selection process under the
3 feature sets. The test set of 213 problems contained 159
positive samples and 54 negative samples (i.e. 75% of the
test problems benefited from GB preconditioning). The results
of the machine learned choices are summarised in Table II.
First we note that when making a choice based on the before
features training set 75% of the problems were predicted
accurately. I.e. making a decision based on these features
results in no more correct decisions than blindly deciding to
GB precondition each and every time. However, the other two
feature sets resulted in superior decisions. Although only a
small improvement on preconditioning blindly, we recall that
the wrong choice can give large changes to the size of the
CAD or even change the tractability of the problem [57].
The results indicate that the features of the GB itself are re-
quired to decide whether to use the preconditioning. However,
earlier research showed that a variable completely useless by
itself can provide a significant performance improvement when
taken in conjunction with others [34]. To be confident about
which features were significant and which were superfluous,
further feature selection experiments are required and we will
see that the optimal feature subset must contain features from
both before and after the GB computation.
V. FEATURE SELECTION
There is a strong indication that not all features contribute
to the machine learning process. Moreover, a reduced feature
set can be beneficial for better understanding the underlying
connections. Consequently, we applied some feature selection
methods. Both filter and wrapper methods were applied as
discussed in the following subsections.
The feature selection experiments were conducted with
WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) [35],
a Java machine learning library which supports tasks such
as data preprocessing, clustering, classification, regression and
feature selection. Each data point is also represented as a fixed
number of features. The inputs are samples of 29 features,
where the first 28 are the real-valued features from Table III,
and the final one is a nominal feature denoting its class.
A. The filter method
A correlation based feature selection method, was applied
as described in [37]. Unlike other filter methods [36], these
measure the rank of feature subsets instead of individual
features. A feature subset which contains features highly
correlated with the class but uncorrelated with each other is
preferred. The metric below is used to measure the quality of a
5feature subset, and takes into account feature-class correlation
as well as feature-feature correlation.
Gs =
krci√
k + k(k − 1)rii′
(4)
Here, k is the number of features in the subset, rci denotes
the average feature-class correlation of feature i, and rii′ the
average feature-feature correlation between feature i and i′.
The numerator of equation (4) indicates how much relevance
there is between the class and a set of features, while the
denominator measures the redundancy among the features. The
higher Gs, the better the feature subset.
To apply this heuristic we must calculate the correlations.
With the exception of the class attribute all 28 features are con-
tinuous, so in order to have a common measure for computing
the correlations we first discretize using the method of Fayyad
and Irani [32]. After that, a correlation measure based on the
information-theoretical concept of entropy is used, which is a
measure of the uncertainty of a random variable. We define
the entropy of a variable X [52] as
H(X) = −∑i p(xi) log2 (p(xi)). (5)
The entropy of X after observing values of another variable
Y is then defined as
H(X|Y ) = −∑j p(yj)∑i p(xi|yj) log2 (p(xi|yj)), (6)
where p(xi) is the prior probabilities for all values of X , and
p(xi|yi) is the posterior probabilities of X given the values of
Y . The information gain (IG) [50] measures the amount by
which the entropy of X decreases by additional information
about X provided by Y , and it is given by
IG(X,Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ). (7)
The symmetrical uncertainty (SU) (a modified information
gain measure) is then used to measure the correlation between
two discrete variables (X and Y) [49]:
SU(X,Y ) = 2.0×
(
H(X)−H(X|Y )
H(X) +H(Y )
)
. (8)
Treating each feature as well as the class as random vari-
ables, we can apply this as our correlation measure. More
specifically, we simply use SU(c, i) to measure the correlation
between a feature i and a class c, and SU(i, i
′
) to measure
the correlation between features i and i′. These values are then
substituted as rci and rii′ in equation (4).
Recall that our aim here is to find the optimal subset of
features which maximises the metric given in equation (4).
The size of our feature set is 28 meaning there are 228 − 1 '
2.7 × 108 possible subsets, too many for exhaustive search.
Instead a greedy stepwise forward selection search strategy
was used for searching the space of feature subsets, which
works by adding the current best feature at each round. The
search begins with the empty set, and in each step the metric,
as defined in equation (4), is computed for every single feature
addition, and the feature with the best score improvement is
added. If at some step none of the remaining features provide
an improvement, the algorithm stops, and the current feature
set is returned. The best feature subset found with this method
TABLE III
FEATURE SELECTION BY THE FILTER METHOD
Description
14 TNoI after GB.
13 Number of polynomials after GB.
2 stds before GB.
26 log2(TNoI before GB) - log2(TNoI after GB)
21 Proportion of polynomials with y after GB.
15 stds after GB.
23 Proportion of monomials with x after GB.
19 Max degree of z in polynomials after GB.
25 Proportion of monomials with z after GB.
27 log2(stds before GB) - log2(stds after GB)
(which may not be the absolute optimal subset of features) is
shown in Table III, ordered by importance.
B. The wrapper method
The wrapper feature selection method evaluates attributes
using accuracy estimates provided by the target learning
algorithm. Evaluation of each feature set was conducted with
a SVM with RBF kernel function. The SVM algorithm is run
on the dataset, with the same data partitions as described in
Section IV-B. Similarly, a five-fold cross validation was carried
out. The feature subset with the highest average accuracy was
chosen as the final set on which to run the SVM algorithm.
In each training / validation fold, starting with an empty
set of features: each feature was added; a model was fitted
to the training dataset; the classifier was then tested on the
validation set. This was done on all the features, resulting in
a score for each reflecting the accuracy of the classifier. The
final score for each feature was its average over the five folds.
Having obtained a score for all features in the manner above,
the feature with the highest score was then added in the feature
set. The same greedy procedure as used for the filter method
in Section V-A was applied to obtain the best feature subset.
Due to the large number of cases, the parameters (C, γ)
were selected from an optimised sub range instead of the
full grid search used in Section IV-B. The reduced range
suffices to demonstrate the performance of a reduced feature
set. In those previous experiments we found that C taken
from {25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 210} and γ taken from {2−5, 2−6,
2−7, 2−8, 2−9, 2−10} provided good classifier performance.
The 36 pairs of (C, γ) values were tested and an optimal
feature subset with the highest accuracy was found for each.
Then the one with the highest accuracy was selected as the
final set, which is shown in Table IV ordered by importance.
We see that most of the features selected (9, 12 and 22) related
to variable z. Recall that the projection order used in the CAD
was always x ≺ y ≺ z, i.e. the variable z is projected first.
Hence it makes sense that this variable would have the greatest
effect and thus be identified in the feature selection.
We examined the performance on further reduced feature
sets, obtained by the feature ranking of the wrapper method.
Fig. 1 shows the overall prediction accuracies. For instance,
the predictor obtained from only using a single feature (the
best ranked feature was TNoI after GB for both filter and
6TABLE IV
FEATURE SELECTION BY THE WRAPPER METHOD
Description
14 TNoI after GB.
9 Proportion of polynomials with z before GB.
22 Proportion of polynomials with z after GB.
4 Max degree of x in polynomials before GB.
12 Proportion of monomials with z before GB.
Fig. 1. Performance of a sample run with different sizes of feature sets
wrapper methods) achieved an accuracy score of 0.756 in that
run, with the performance steadily increasing with the size of
the feature set until the fifth feature. Taking any sixth feature
into the set did not improve the performance noticeably, and
hence resulted in the cut-off chosen by the wrapper method.
As the wrapper method identified only a few features an
error analysis on the misclassified data points is feasible. Fig. 2
shows 40 misclassified points and their features 4 and 14,
while Fig. 3 shows the remaining features. It is interesting that
feature 4 of all misclassified samples is either 1 or 2, when for
the whole dataset roughly a third of samples had this feature
value 3 or 4. This indicates that the algorithm performs better
on instances with a higher maximum degree of x among all
polynomials before GB preconditioning.
C. Results with reduced feature sets
Having obtained the reduced feature sets, we ran the
experiment again to evaluate the new choices. The dataset
was again repartitioned into 80% training and 20% test set,
stratified to maintain relative class proportions in both training
and test partitions. Again, a five-fold cross validation and
a finer grid-search optimisation procedure over the range of
(C, γ) pairs was conducted as described previously. The
classifier with maximum averaged MCC was selected and
the resulting classifier was then evaluated. The testing data
was also reduced to contain only the features selected. The
classification accuracy was used to measure the performance
of the classifier. In order to better estimate the generalisation
performance of classifiers with reduced feature sets, the data
was permuted and partitioned into 80% training and 20% test
again and the whole process was repeated 50 times. For each
Fig. 2. Feature 4 and 14 of misclassified data
Fig. 3. Feature 9,12 and 22 of misclassified data
run, each training set was standardised to have zero mean
and unit variance, with the same offset and scaling applied
subsequently to the corresponding test partition.
Fig. 4 shows boxplots of the accuracies generated by 50
runs of the five-fold cross validation. Both reduced feature sets
generated similar results and show a large improvement on the
base case where GB preconditioning is always used before
CAD construction. The average overall prediction accuracy
of the filter subset and the wrapper subset is 79% and 78%
respectively (Fig. 1 shows a higher rate but that was just for
one sample run). All 50 runs of the wrapper subset performed
above the base line, while the top three quartiles of the results
of both sets achieve higher than 77% percentage accuracy.
7Fig. 4. Boxplots of 50 runs of the 5-fold cross validation with both the
suggested feature sets
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A. Comparison with human developed heuristic
We may compare the machine learned choice with the
human developed TNoI heuristic [57], whose performance
on the 213 test problems is shown in Table V. It correctly
predicted whether GB preconditioning was beneficial for 118
examples, only 55%. So for this dataset it would have been bet-
ter on average to precondition blindly than to make a decision
using TNoI alone. The TNoI heuristic performed better in the
experiments by Wilson et al. [57]. Those experiments involved
only 22 problems (compared to 213 in the test set here)
but they were human constructed to have certain geometric
properties while the ones here were random.
We also note that the TNoI heuristic actually performed
quite differently for positive and negative examples of our
dataset, as shown by the separated data in Table V. It was
able to identify most of the cases where GB-preconditioning
is detrimental but failed to identify many of the cases where it
was beneficial. The TNoI after GB was identified as important
by both feature methods, but it seems to need to be used in
conjunction with other features to be effective here.
B. Summary
We investigated the application of machine learning to the
problem of predicting when GB preconditioning is beneficial
to CAD. We had to create a new dataset of random polyno-
mials for the experiment. We acknowledge that it would be
preferable to run such a test on an established dataset but this
was not available. Of course, such a random datasets could be
enlarged to increase variety almost indefinitely, but we needed
to keep the experiment within computationally feasible bound-
aries. We emphasise the interesting initial finding in Section
II-B that supposedly varied established sets can have hidden
uniformity; and highlight that our generated dataset matched
TABLE V
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TNOI-BASED HEURISTIC [57]
Total Correct Prediction
GB beneficial 158 77 (48%)
GB not beneficial 54 41 (76%)
Total 213 118 (55%)
previously reported results [15], [57] for the topic of study
with most, but not all, benefiting from GB preconditioning.
A machine learned choice on whether to precondition was
found to yield better results than either always precondition-
ing blindly, or using the previously human developed TNoI
heuristic [57]. Two feature selection experiments showed that a
small feature subset could be used. The two subsets identified
were different but both needed features from before and
after the GB preconditioning. For one, having fewer features
actually improved the learning efficiency to 79%. Although a
modest improvement on applying GB preconditioning blindly,
we recall that the wrong choice can give large changes to the
size of the CAD or even change the tractability of the problem.
C. Future Work
There are many possible extensions to this project:
• To see how the learned choice performs on a non-random,
dataset. There is a large set derived from university math-
ematics entrance exams [44], which is not yet publicly
available but may be in the future.
• There are further CAD optimisations for multiple equali-
ties under development [27], [29], [24] which may affect
the role of GB preconditioning from CAD.
• In the present paper the variable ordering for CAD and
the monomial ordering for GB were fixed. In reality, such
decisions may also need to be made; but the variable
ordering can affect the choice of whether to use GB
preconditioning and vice versa.
Finally, we note there are other algorithm optimisation deci-
sions for CAD, and indeed elsewhere in computer algebra.
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